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Angel and Co Flexes Their Latest Track, ''Eat
the Sun''
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ABOUT AMW GROUP

AMW Group is an International marketing and entertainment group founded in 1997. They have in their years of
existence established a unique and strong business network within the entertainment industry representing a
diverse roster of event properties, consumer brands and Grammy Award winning artists.

The company offers a wide range of branding, event, publicity and sponsorship services for national and
international clients.

(Los Angeles, CA) January 17, 2022 - London-based outfit Angel and Co has uncovered

their third single, ''Eat the Sun.'' This talented band, who began their musical journey right

before the lockdown in 2020, has come back with a new project with traces of that 90's vibe in

their pop-type rock. Angel and Co is a group of like-minded people - From Boston to LA, Athens

to Buenos Aires, Toronto to Caracas, who connected and collaborated to create music that is

hard to ignore. Drawing creative influences from the legends like Annie Lennox, Bob Marley,

Alanis Morissette, and Sam Cooke, Angel and Co are on a mission to stay productive and plan to

release their debut EP this year which will exhibit their distinctive, high-grade sound and

diverse background. 

Released in November last year, ''Eat the Sun'' followed their previous well-received singles,

''Can I Get a Witness'' and ''No Real Men.'' While their debut track ''Can I Get a Witness''

touches the topic of being genuine and truthful, ''Eat the Sun'' conveys the subject matter of

love and affection, holding that special someone close to the heart and mind. In this latest

offering, Angel and Co continue to present unmistakably rich soundscapes, bringing the

qualities of an indie love song together with pop-rock production. ''Eat the Sun'' is also

complemented by an accompanying visual released in December on YouTube. 

''Eat the Sun'' is now available on all streaming platforms, including Spotify. For more

information on Angel and Co, please visit their website and Linktree. 
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